CALL FOR NOMINEES
Education Awards Nominations

Taylor L. Booth Education Award

A bronze medal and US$5,000 honorarium are awarded for an outstanding record in computer science and engineering education. The individual must meet two or more of the following criteria in the computer science and engineering field:

- Achieving recognition as a teacher of renown.
- Writing an influential text.
- Leading, inspiring or providing significant education content during the creation of a curriculum in the field.
- Inspiring others to a career in computer science and engineering education.

Two endorsements are required for an award nomination.

See the award information at: www.computer.org/web/awards/booth

Computer Science and Engineering Undergraduate Teaching Award

A plaque, certificate and a stipend of US$2,000 is awarded to recognize outstanding contributions to undergraduate education through both teaching and service and for helping to maintain interest, increase the visibility of the society, and making a statement about the importance with which we view undergraduate education.

The award nomination requires a minimum of three endorsements.

See the award details at: www.computer.org/web/awards/cse-undergrad-teaching

Deadline: 15 October 2016
Nomination Site: awards.computer.org